REGIONAL MARKETING
SOLUTIONS & CAPABILITIES

WHY REGIONAL?

SHORT-TERM BENEFITS

Quick turnaround
Gain advantage over idle competition
Continue marketing products to clients
Safe way to meet clients face-to-face
Cost-efficient to produce & manage
Easy to pack up and move

LONG-TERM BENEFITS

Increases sales in low-performing regions
Provides hyper-targeted sales approach
Integrates into and enhances larger marketing program

Getting products in front of customers is
critical to any marketing strategy. When
your clients can’t travel to you, you go to
them, and quickly. Regional marketing
solutions offer an efficient, flexible, and
safe way to meet with customers faceto-face in more intimate, local settings.
Whether you’re traveling to a major client
or distributor to demo a new product,
targeting a particular region to increase
sales, or building a larger roadshow
program, Group Delphi can create a
scalable solution to meet your goals.
Leveraging our design, fabrication, and
logistical expertise, the solutions on the
pages that follow represent just a few
of the ways Group Delphi can get you
where you need to go.

CUSTOM FIELD MARKETING KITS
Let’s get going! Custom field marketing kits offer your sales
team the ability to travel on-demand with a curated selection of
products. Each kit is designed to safely store what you need to
tell your brand story in an impactful way.
We package your products along with a custom set of
presentation graphics, display stands, digital content, and other
interactive elements to elevate your presentation.
If you're demonstrating a heart valve device to medical
professionals, we can build a heart model mounted on a display
showing your groundbreaking technology in action. If you're
introducing a mechanical part to an audience of engineers, we
can create custom digital content for a tablet that showcases
how the product in their hands improves engine performance.
If it can fit into a case, Group Delphi can create a kit for it.
Benefits & features:
• Cost-efficient to produce.
• Easily customized for a single salesperson or scaled and
produced in volume.
• Quick to distribute to any location in the U.S. by ground or air
with only several days advance notice.

CUSTOMIZED VEHICLES: RENTED
Looking for a little more room? Group Delphi’s vehicle solutions are perfect for
companies looking for a flexible way to travel with more space for product and
interactive elements.
Rented vehicles can easily be wrapped in branded graphics and loaded up with
everything you need to get on the road quickly. No matter what look and feel
you’re after, Group Delphi can customize rented vehicles to match.

CUSTOMIZED VEHICLES: OWNED
Owned vehicle solutions offer clients a fully-customizable way to integrate
immersive brand experiences and products into their regional marketing program
— setting the stage for connection with your clients around the country.

AVAILABLE VEHICLE FEATURES & CUSTOMIZATIONS
•
•
•
•
•

Box trailer, sprinter van, and other vehicles available
Interior and exterior product demonstrations & display setups
Built-in or pull-out monitors for branded content and demos
Branded graphic wraps and stands
Pop-up tents, shade structures, and kiosks

SCHEDULED LOCAL
EVENT SOLUTIONS
When trade shows aren’t in the cards, scheduled
local events allow nearby clients to travel only a short
distance to meet you in a more intimate setting. In the
long-term, local event solutions act as an enhancement
to your larger marketing program — creating yet
another, more hyper-targeted touchpoint.
The event solutions we offer include:
• Rental: Leveraging our catalog of rental properties
gives our clients a quick, cost-effective solution for
scheduled events.
• Owned properties: Group Delphi will create a
solution that leverages your existing properties for
local events.
• Fully custom: With a bit more time and investment,
we design and fully-customize properties and
schedules for a local event program across the U.S.
And of course, all event solutions are created with
health and safety in mind. From designs that ensure
visitors are appropriately distanced to the scheduling of
meetings in shifts, thus allowing for sanitation between
physical interactions, Group Delphi can create and
manage it all.

NATIONAL MARKETING SOLUTIONS
Group Delphi’s robust regional marketing
solutions feature fully-immersive designs
for clients interested in a national roadshow
schedule. This is your showroom, your training
center, your tech lab on the go — ready to
transform your targeted audience with your
groundbreaking ideas.

All interior and exterior elements are fullycustomizable, so your investment can scale up
or down to fit your needs. Other features and
customizations include:
• Interior layout: Designed with an eye to oneway traffic flow, our interior designs keep
visitors moving through with health, safety, and
uninterrupted flow in mind. Optional slide-out
trailer customizations can be built in for more
interior space.
• Easily modified: Interchangeable product
displays make designs easy to update with the
latest product offerings and brand messaging.
• Accessibility: ADA features like wheelchair lifts
and adequate aisle spacing ensure your design
is accessible to all physical abilities.
• Exterior layout: Built-in awnings for weather
protection, kiosks for check-in, hand sanitizer
and PPE distribution stations, and traffic
management considerations are all factored
into the exterior design.
Customizations to regional vehicle solutions —
from vans, to box trucks, to the robust semi-truck
— allow for scalable investments that integrate
with your trade show program to connect with your
valued audience anywhere, anytime.

ROADSHOW MANAGEMENT
Whether your regional marketing
program includes a vehicle, predistributed products, or a curated
local event, we manage all logistics
and strategy from concept to
completion — scheduling tour
dates, strategically planning your
route, and incorporating health
and safety considerations into the
overall design.

ROADSHOW SERVICES INCLUDE
STRATEGY & MANAGEMENT
Program management & logistics
Hotel & venue selection
Food & beverage management
Setup & dismantle
DESIGN & PRODUCTION
Creative services
Fabrication
Vehicle customizations
AV design & integration

ON THE ROAD AGAIN
DELIGHT YOUR CUSTOMERS WITH A SAFE, QUICK, AND COST-EFFECTIVE MARKETING SOLUTION
Imagine a branded experience that unfolds at the doorstep of your top clients and prospects,
requiring only a few hours to set up onsite. Prominently placed health and safety elements, like
hand sanitizer stations, demonstrate your commitment to your visitors' well-being and ensure
focused attention on your innovative products and engaging team members. Vibrant graphics
wrap around every inch of the space from the box truck itself to the individual stations, embodying
the visual ethos of your brand. A ventilated and temperature-controlled lounge inside the truck
invites visitors into a fully-customized, sophisticated environment featuring strategically arranged
iPad stations to optimize safe traffic flow. With the touch of a screen, sales team members demo
products and solutions on iPads loaded with custom digital content created by Group Delphi. The
visitor experience comes full circle as small groups gather under awnings to discuss the latest in
product releases while partaking in the thoughtfully curated delicacies and beverages.

By leveraging a rented box truck, furniture, and information
desks, you get a stunning, safe, and branded experience
that can deploy in less than eight weeks and at a highly
attractive price point. Customizations to the interior,
digital content, graphics, and outdoor awnings add a
level of refinement, giving your customers a delightful
reminder of your products’ high value. As the day closes
and you have rekindled relationships and generated new
opportunities, the experience is seamlessly dismantled and
securely stored — allowing you to drive off into the sunset
and towards the next stop on the regional roadshow tour
managed by Group Delphi.

START YOUR ENGINES
Regardless of where you start your journey, incorporating a
regional marketing solution into your broader program will
continue to have long-term benefits.
With the ability to pack-up and travel to top clients, increase sales
in low-performing regions, and create hyper-targeted messaging
to suit local audiences, regional solutions broaden the visibility of
your brand and the relevancy of your message around the country.
LET'S GET STARTED.

IMAGINE WHAT WE CAN CREATE TOGETHER.

www.groupdelphi.com

